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“LivDaBeat” Entertainment. 
Mobile Dj services

______________________________________________

Mobile Dj set up Requests:       Basic               Small Bar/ Club/ Hall rental up to 50 people
                                                                          
                                                                          $30/hr  up to 5hrs   or   $200/night.

                                                  Medium           House Party/ Backyard Party
                                                                          
                                                                          $40/hr  up to 5hrs   or    $300/night

                                                  Full package   Birthday Party/ Larger Formal Events
                                                                           
                                                                           $50/hr  up to 5hrs    or   $400/night

Basic Set includes:            Table, Mixer, no microphone or Mcing needed, 2 Top speaker 
                                           1000w  /each       

Medium Set includes:        Table Package with no Facade or special Lighting , 2 Top speakers
                                           1000w/each Black table with 2 wireless handheld microphones.
                                           
Full Package includes;       Table Package with Facade and overhead light spot light and Lazer 
                                           Speakers 1000w and 18” Subwoofer with Wireless Microphone and
                                           Mcing. 2 totems for pocket pro moving heads and more….

Contact Email:      BeatBotz@BeatBotz.com  

Follow to some video footage of live sets!                     @BeatBotzofficial across all handles…

       Let us Know which Package better suits your function. We recommend getting the full 
package of course! Whichever way better suits your needs! By hour or per night.     
Space Required to accommodate this set up is minimum 10’ wide by 4’ deep. Less Space is 
needed in the basic set up 6’ wide by 4’ deep is enough room! 
      We truly hope you enjoy the service we provide. This is an above minimal set up for a usual 
comparison in our observation in respect to a lesser budget Set up. As the business continues 
to progress so will the quality and functionality of the over all set up, as well as the experience. If 
your some of the first dedicated returning clients your original price is always guaranteed. 
Please Enjoy your venue and All the Best is future endeavours!  

Please read the attached agreement so you understand what our service will be able to provide 
to you at this stage in our growth with hardware and level of experience.
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        This is a complete summary of what the requirement and expectation is that is trying to be 
fulfilled. The service which you are purchasing is an above minimalistic set up for most mobile 
djs. Although it is not the highest nor top quality equipment and hardware the best way to have 
the client fully gauge the set ups capabilities is to reference some footage that shows what it is 
at its complete arrangement. If these images and photos/videos are to your satisfaction please 
continue with the purchase request and we will be sure provide the best service we can, safe 
and professional.

System Hardware:     2 Acoustic Audio 1000w Combined with 18’ Rental Yorkville subwoofer 
                                   Speaker stands, Facade, L.E.D strip backlight, 2 Seven Stars Pocket pro 
                                   spot lights, 1Gobo spot light for patter casting, 1 american dj laser stream
                                   2 Totems (Fog Machine, LED personal guest lighting products can be
                                   requested for extra fee as they would only be available for select
                                   venues) Prices to be negotiated.

On the Table:              Numark Mixtape Platinum usb mixer, Boss Ve-20 vocal processor, 
                                   5-channel mixer by behringer, Shure sv 100 microphone, 4 wireless mics, 
                                   iPhone mixing including external idj2go mixer.

Clients Responsibility: The Area and space mentioned. 120V power available within 50’.     

   LivDaBeat is not responsible for the power supply or source not functioning properly. Venue  
shall provide power source and access to breaker,(for resetting if need be). If possible some 
eating arrangements depending on the venue and individual clients ability to offer. If venue is 
held outdoor and Dj booth is exposed to potential Rain or wet conditions, cover and a dry base 
shall be provided to avoid equipment damage. This space should still allow for the 
aforementioned  required space. Venue location shall give the acceptance to any smoke or 
vapour devices that could potentially set off the fire alarm. LivDaBeat shall not be responsible 
for a false alarm from use of fog machine etc…

We Look forward to building a great relationship and are very thankful to be selected to be part 
those important events and experiences we will share together. “LivDaBeat” @BeatBotzofficial.

Your Truly,
Botz.    
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